Simplify your list of gifts for men with Faultless Nobelt Pajamas...

...unusual...stylish...

Those who will give Faultless Nobelt Pajamas to the men on their list this year can yet "do their shopping early" and... what is most important... really give gifts that will bring lasting pleasure.

Faultless Nobelt Pajamas are Christmas gifts. Their splendor of colors, designs, and materials would rival that of the merchandise carried by the ancient oriental trading caravans. They come in many models, low-cut neck, high collar, or the smart English convertible collar on beautifully tailored coat models, collegiate, convenient slip-on models, models for lounging, with gay sashes. The patterns range from plain solid colors for those whose tastes are simple, to brightly colored striped, checked and figured designs, many of which are exclusive to Faultless. Madras, percale, silk and broadcloth are some of the materials that can be obtained.

Each pajama is equipped with the patented Nobelt waistband, soft, flat and resilient. It contains no ordinary elastic; to cut into the flesh—it is resilience woven into the very fabric of which it is made. It brings real sleeping comfort, expanding and contracting with the slightest body movements—even breathing with the wearer.

They stay up without noticeable waistline pressure.

Here in Chicago's haberdasher shops and men's wear departments are gifts the finest that you can purchase for men—gifts the beauty and the comfort of which will long delight those who receive them. You will enjoy examining the brilliant variety of design, the skillful workmanship in fine materials. Tomorrow, fill out your Christmas list with Faultless Nobelt Pajamas. The Faultless Manufacturing Company, Baltimore, Maryland. Chicago Sales Office, Republic Building, 209 South State Street; New York Sales Office, 452 Fifth Avenue (at 40th Street).

Faultless Nobelt Pajamas

The Faultless waistband is guaranteed to stay resilient. It can be laundered without fear. A tag is attached to every pair of Faultless pajamas insuring replacement of the entire garment if the waistband loses its resilience.